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0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. In the first named author’s investigations summarized in his 
monograph [ 11, on the basis of the remarkable asymptotic properties of 
the entire functions of Mittag-Leffler type and of order p, 
(0.1) 
a complete theory of harmonic analysis was constructed for an arbitrary 
system of rays with origin at the point z = 0 of the complex plane. These 
results may be considered as highly developed analogs of the classical 
Plancherel theorem on the Fourier transform in Lz. 
It is a well-known fact that every function q(x) E L,(O, (T) (0 < c < +oo) 
may be expanded in any of the two Fourier series with respect to the 
system of trigonometric functions 
{EsinTx}: and/or {$, {Ecos:~}:}. (0.2) 
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The Plancherel theorems on cos and sin Fourier transforms in 
L,(O, + x) are essentially continuous analogs of Fourier series with respect 
to the systems (0.2) for CJ= $0. 
Among the general results of [ 11 there is a particular proposition which 
contains the above mentioned Plancherel theorems on cos and sin Fourier 
transforms in L,(O, + co). Below we shall formulate that result and two 
theorems from [l] which play a crucial role in the present investigation. 
(a) First, we introduce the following notations. Let Q!(O, + “o) be 
the set of measurable functions g on (0, + co) such that 
I +x Ig(y)l*y*(“-‘)dy< +a, (+ < p < ;,. (0.3) 0 
If, for g(y)eL;(O, + ~0) and for {go(y)} =L;(O, + co) (O<U< +a), 
we have 
lim 
s 
+r Ig(y)-gJy)l*y*(“-“dy=o 
0 - +r*’ 0 
then, for brevity, we write 
(P) 
g(Y) = <Jj.T;r g,(y). 
(0.4) 
(0.4’) 
THEOREM 1. i Let 11~ ($, 2) and g(y)E L$(O, + co). Then, in the 
L,(O, + Go) metric, 
1 g(y)y”-‘dy (0.5) 
and the inversion formula 
(14 (1 
g(y) = 1.i.m. E,,,( -Y*x*; I*) x”- ‘f(x) dx (0.6) (  _ $ 2 I ” 
holds. 
It is easy to see that the Plancherel theorems on cos and sin Fourier 
transforms follow from this theorem for p = 1 and ,U = 2. 
One of the main purposes of this paper is to find discrete analogs of the 
formulae (0.5) - (0.6) of Theorem 1. In other words, we are interested in 
series expansion theorems similar to Fourier expansions with respect to the 
systems (0.2). 
I See Cl, Theorem 4.21 for p = f. 
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(b) In [l] some rather general theorems were also obtained on a 
parametric representation of an entire function of finite order p > 4 and of 
normal type 60 such that the square of its module is integrable with 
respect to the weight rw ( - 1 < o < 1) along a given system of rays with 
origin at the point z =0 (see [l, Theorems 6.1s6.161). 
Now we state the second theorem which we use below and which is a 
simple generalization of the well-known Paley-Wiener result. 
THEOREM II.’ The class W$, ( - 1 < 0 < 1) of entire functions f(z) of 
order p = 4 and of type <a with 
i‘ +T If( x”‘dx< +CC (0.7) 0 
coincides with the class of functions 
.f(z) = j; E,,,( --z’z; p) tl’ ‘q(t) dT, (0.8) 
ulhere p= w + + and where (ME L,(O, cr) is arbitrary hut uniquely deter- 
mined by j: 
Finally, the third important result is 
THEOREM IIL3 Let ALE (I, 2) and (P(Z)E L,(O, a). Then the integral (0.8) 
determines an entire ,function ,f(z) E W$, with 
s 
+ x 
If(r)\* Pdr x 
0 i 
: lcp(r)j* dr, (0.9) 
where o = p - 2 4 2’ 
0.2. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall a number 
of preliminary results which are mainly contained in the authors’ papers 
12, 3,4]. Among these preliminaries the results on the character of the 
zeros distribution and on the behaviour of the function 
&Jz; v) = I?,,,( - 02z; 1 + v), Odv<2, (0.10) 
on the semi-axis (0, + co) are especially important. 
In Section 2 we consider entire functions belonging to the class 
Wp,ru 
l/2,0. 
J 
,tm If( pxwdx< +n3 (l<p< +cc; -l<o<p-1) 
*See [I, Theorem 6.101. 
(0.11) 
‘See [l, Theorem 4.11 for ~=f, -1 CO< 1 and p=w+j. 
4 The sign x denotes that the ratio of the integrals lies between constants independent of x. 
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and prove our basic Theorems 2.1-2.4 which assert that these functions 
may be represented by interpolation series with nodes in the zeros {i.,) ; c 
(0, + GO) of &Jz; v); there are two kinds of such interpolation series with 
respect to the two assumptions on the parameter VE [0, 2). 
Further, essentially on the basis of Theorems I, II, III above, in 
Section 3 we pass from the interpolation theorems for classes W$;,,, of 
Section 2 to the construction of the functional systems, which are (after a 
suitable normalization) the Riesz bases for L,(O, c). These systems are the 
natural analogs of the trigonometric systems (0.2) and may be reduced to 
them for (r)= +$. At the same time, following 121, we are able to write 
expressions of that and biorthogonal to them systems in terms of E, z 
(Theorems 3.1-3.5). 
Finally, we note the deep fact that the systems of Section 3 are closely 
connected with singular boundary value problems for differential operators 
of fractional order. These boundary value problems have essentially new 
nature. The authors intend to devote another paper to this question. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. First we introduce some classes of functions and discuss some of 
their properties. 
(a) Let H$ (0~ p< +co) be the class of functions, which are 
analytic in the half-plane 
G’= {z: +Imz>O} (1.1) 
and have a finite norm 
ll’p’IIp= sup +X ~cp*(x+iy)(pdx lip< fco. 
o<v< +x --m I 
(1.2) 
Then the following assertions hold (see, for example, [2 or 51). 
1. If cp’(z)EHP+, then the boundary function 
lim c~+(x+iy)=cp’(x)~L~(-~~, +co) 
K- +o 
(1.3) 
exists almost everywhere on (-x, + co). Further 
II~‘llp=~~~+o Ilcp’(xfjy)II,, 
lim ilcp+(x)--cp(xfiy)l(,=O, 
V’ +o 
(1.4) 
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and we have the inequality 
Ilcp’(xfj~)ll,~ lI’~‘ll~. (1.5) 
Note that the classes HP, with the introduced norm are Banach spaces 
provided by 1 d p < +co. 
Let q(t) be a measurable function on (-m, + co) with finite norm 
lMp.K=(I” IMmf+il-dt) 
‘IP 
< +a 
-x (1.6) 
(l<p<+cn;-l<fc<p-1). 
Then the Cauchy type integral 
(1.7) 
has the following properties (see [2, Sect. 3, Theorems 6; B, r): 
2. For the functions 
(z * i)“‘“, ZEG+, 
in the z-plane with slit ( - i<m,, -i) (resp(i, + im)), we have 
(:+i)“,p@‘(z)EH~, 
whereas 
(1.8) 
lI(-x+ v+ @‘(-~)ll,~ ~,IIcplIp.h.. (1.9) 
(b) Let Wch (I<p< +x; - 1 <K< +co) be the set of entire 
functions .f(z) of exponential type <c with a finite norm 
llfllp.k=(J+ x If(x)l”lsl” q< +a. (1.10) 
x 
Then the following assertions hold 
3. Foreveryfunctionf(z)EW,P,“(l<p< +KJ;-l<ti<+a~)we 
have 
I.f‘(z)<C,(l + IzI) K’PIO’rmZ’JlfllP.h, ZEC, (1.11) 
and for all y E [O, + a) 
(1.12) 
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Further, it follows from (1.11 ) that the class Wg.K with the norm ilf’li,,, is 
a Banach space (see [2, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.31). 
(c) Finally, we also define the class Wfz, (1 <p < +x; 
- 1 < o < + co) of entire functions Q(w) of order + and of type <(T such 
that the norm (1.13) below is finite 
(1.13) 
From the above definition we have 
4. If Q(W) E Wfg,, then 
f(z)=@(z2)E wf+21* (1.14) 
and 
II@lI,*,,,,o = ll.f11,.1 +2m (1.15) 
1.2. The entire function of Mittag-Leffler type of order p = $ and of the 
type 1 is defined via the expansion 
E,,,(z;p)= i =k 
,=“IYP+2k) 
(P > 0). (1.16) 
It is easy to see that for p = 1 or ,D = 2 we have 
E,,,( - z2; 1) = cos z, 
sin z 
E,,,( - z2; 2) = ~ 
z . 
(1.17) 
For every p E (0, 3) the function E,,2(~; p) has the following asymptotical 
property (see [ 1, Lemma 3.53). 
5. For O<arg z<rr respectively for -rr<argz<O and for 
-1 <v<2 we have 
{e:'2 +,*in~.~-z':2) + 0 
IZI - co. (1.18) 
In particular, for 0 < x < + co, 
E,,J -x; 1 + v) = x “‘2 cos (&-;lJ)++), x+ +oo. (1.19) 
For the later purposes it is convenient to introduce the entire function 
&Jz; v) = I!?,,,( --o’z; 1 + v), fJ > 0, (1.20) 
of order 4 and of type 0. 
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Together with the asymptotic formulae from 5, the following result (see 
[2, Lemmas 1.3’ and 1.31) is also necessary for us. 
6. The two-sided estimation 
I&m((x + i)Z; v)l x Ix * il -I’, -co<<< +cc, (1.21) 
holds. In the angular sectors 
9,={;:larg*fqlc~,l<,;< +,i 
we have also 
14(z2; v)l x (1 + IZI))I’eC”m=‘, ZE9+ UR. (1.21’) 
Now we give the necessary information on the distribution of zeros of 
gC(z; v). The required properties of these zeros follow from [2, 
Lemma 1.11. 
7. All the zeros of &Jz; v), 0 < v < 2, are positive and simple. Let 
{&};c(O<i,<~~,,, ) be the sequence of zeros of &Jz; v). Then the set 
{x*~ = *A} ;^ of all zeros of G,(z’; v) lies on the line Im z = 0 and is 
symmetric with respect to the point z = 0. 
8. The distribution of the zeros of &,,(z; v) is: For v = 0 (resp. 
0 < v < 1) we have 
i.,= Ilk-$ 
i > 
2 
0 
resp.L*t((~k-~)2,(~k+~)2) 
(1 <k-c +a). (1.22) 
For v= 1 (resp. 1 <v<2) we have 
2 
resp.1kk.((ik)2,(fk+i)2) 
In particular, 
(l<k< t-co). 
~,x(l+k)‘,I~,l=lx~~lxl+k (l<k< +a). 
Moreover, the asymptotical behavior of { 2,) ;” is also known. 
9. For O<v<l or l<v<2. 
,,$=fk+;(v-1)+O(kYp2) 
(1.22’) 
(1.23) 
(1.24) 
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and for v = 0 (resp. v = 1 ), 
i 
resp.&=Fk (ldk< +cx,). (1.25) 
(T 
Using these facts, we prove 
LEMMA 1.1. !f{&);5 (O-CE.~<&+, ) is the sequence of zeros qf gO(z; v) 
(0dv-c 2), then ,for all k = 1, 2 ,... we haoe 
b;(i.,; v) = (2i.k) ’ 8JjLk 
and 
18~(i.,; v- l)i x (1 +k 
; v - 1) (1.26) 
1’ -‘I. (1.27) 
P~OC$ It is easy to verify that 
E, 2( - 0’;; v) = vE,~,( --02z; 1 + v) 
- 2a2zE;;2( - 02z; 1 + v). 
Now setting z = i., and using (1.20), we obtain (1.26). 
In order to prove (1.27) we use ( 1.19), where we set x = 0’2, and replace 
v by v - 1. Then we obtain the formula 
E, 2( -a”& ; v) = (cJ*&)‘~~” 
(k = 1, 2,...). (1.27’) 
Now, using the asymptotical formulae (1.24)-(1.25) for & and the 
double inequality (1.23), we obtain 
E, I( -cr’& ; v) = (cJ~&)““~“’ “‘cos[nk+O(k’-2)]+0 t (1.28) 
0 
But since 0 < v < 2 implies t( 1 - v) > - 1, and we have, by the definition 
(1.20), 
&(ik; 1’ - 1 ) = E,,,( -o*A,; v), 
(1.28) implies the limit relation 
lim (1 + k)” ‘lf$(ik; v - 1)1 = 7~’ -’ 
A-- +r* 
and, in particular, (1.27) follows. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let 1 <p-c +CE and -1 <o<p-1. Then 
1. For v>o, 
E,p( --*z; 1 + VI _4”,(z; v) =wp,l* 
z - 2 v-/J li2.a 
(k = 1, 2,...) (1.29) 
I - k 
and,for v < 2( 1 + w)/p, 
(“Jz; v) = E, *(--a’:; I + v) $! wy;yn. (1.30) 
2. For r>2(1 +w)p, 
-(“iA:; \‘I E wp,,,, 
I 2.n (k = 1, 2,...), z - 2, 
(1.29’) 
and ,for 11 < 2, 
Proof: It is obvious that the function in (1.29) is an entire function of 
order 4 and of the type 0. Using the asymptotic formula (1.19), we obtain 
IE,?(--~.y;l+\l)/~C(l+.~) V2, 06x< +‘zG, (1.31) 
where C > 0 is independent of x. 
First. it is obvious that 
(1.32) 
Second, let us see that by ( 1.31) 
where C(k) > 0 are constants. 
Since o-~(1 +v/2)< -1 is provided by ~20 and -l<o<p-1, we 
also have 
(1.32”) 
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Therefore, by (1.32’) and (I .32”) we can easily deduce the inclusions 
(1.29) of the lemma. In order to prove (1.30) we observe that (1.19) implies 
16x< +m, 
where C(v, 0) > 0 is independent of x. 
Using the well-known inequality (a + h)” d 2”(aP + P), (0 d a, b < +ca) 
we obtain for all R > 1, 
In view of v < 2( 1 + o)/p and o <p - 1 it is easy to see that in this 
inequality the left integral becomes to + CE as R -+ +co, and the second 
right integral converges. These imply (1.30). The proof of 2 is similar. 
1.3. Finally, we also give three important embedding theorems (see [2, 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.11). 
10. If q’(z)~H’; (1 <p-c +a), then we have 
(1.33) 
for all ~E(O, +co) and x,=0. 
11. Iff(z)E W:,h (1 <p-c +co; -1 <K< +a), then 
,:i If(Xk k b)l’Yl + WI)” d c,lIfll;,,> (1.34) 
x 
where C, > 0 (j = 1,2,...) depend neither on cp * (z), nor on f(z). 
At last, this and definition 4 of Wf& imply directly: 
12. If @(w)E Wf’;;fo (1 <p-c +co; -1 <o< +a), then 
$, l@(&)lP(l +k)1+2”<C3{ Il@ll,*,,}“. (1.35) 
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2. INTERPOLATION THEOREMS AND BASES FOR W$‘;& 
2.1. Let, as above, { 1, = xik}y be the sequence of the zeros of 
go,(z; v) SE E,,,( - a2z; 1 + v). (2.1) 
Recall (see Sects. 1, 7, and 8) that for 0 6 v < 2 all these zeros belong to 
(0, + co). They are simple and 
&x(1 +k)2, ldk< sco. (2.2) 
(a) Let us consider two formal series 
G(z)= 5 c 
21qJ0(z; v) 
kc] “fg#d-1)(2-W 
Y(z) = d,T( 1 + v) &,(z; v) 
+ f dk 
2z&Jz; v) 
k=l 
&c(l.k; v - l)(z - &)’ 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
where {c/, } ;” and {d, }; are complex sequences. 
In view of (1.26) of Lemma 1.1 the sums of these series satisfy the inter- 
polation conditions 
@(&)=cJl bk< +co), Y(l.,)=dk(&=0,06k< +co). (2.5) 
First, we are interested in conditions under which a(z) and Y(z) belong to 
wm 
112.0 
Let I”.” ( 1 < p < + co; - 1 < K < + co) be a Banach space of sequences 
{“k)? c @ with finite norm 
llcuk~llp+=( 2 laklP(l +k)” 
IlP 
< +co. (2.6) 
k=l 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {c~}~E~“~‘+~“‘, {dk}~~lp~1+20 (1 <p< +oo; 
-l<o<p-1). Thenfor 
o<v<w +a) \ (resp. 0 6 v < 2), 
P 
the series (2.3) (resp. (2.4)) converges absolutely and uniformly on every 
compact subset of complex plane. The sum G(z) (resp. Y(z)) of this series is 
an entire function, which satisfies the interpolation condition (2.5). 
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Proof: Let Kc C be a compact subset without any zero :Ai ) ,’ of 
6Jz; v). 
For all 1 d n < m < +x and all segments of the series (2.3) we have 
where 
is, of course, finite. Formula (1.27) of Lemma 1.1 and the Holder inequality 
imply 
I@,,.,,,(=)l dBz c krl(l +A)“ ’ 
where q = p/( p ~ 1). 
But for p <2(1 +w)/p we have q(y - 1 - (1 +20)/p) ~7 and hence the 
second sum above is a segment of a convergent series. Therefore for all 
1 d n <m < +x we obtain the estimation 
I@,,.,,(--)I d B,ll(~,}::‘I/,., +z,,, ZE K, 
where B, > 0 is independent of n, m. 
Now in view of the condition { ck}; E I”.’ + ‘CO via passage to the limit we 
obtain the required assertions about the convergence of the series (2.3) and 
properties of its sum @p(z). 
The assertion about the convergent nature of (2.4) provided by 0 6 v < 2 
may be proved similarly. 
(b) Now we prove the basic interpolation theorems. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let {ck}; ~lp,‘+“~~ (1 <p< tm; -1 <o<p- 1) and 
let the parameter v (0 < v < 2) satisfy the condition 
2(1 +o) ___- 1 <“<W +w) 
P P 
(2.8) 
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Then the series 
(2.9) 
converges to an entire function Q(z) in Wf$, metric, whereas 
@(&)=c,(l <kc +co), Il@llp*ll~ lI{ck};cllp.l+*w. (2.10) 
Proof. As above, put 
@w&) = f 
2E,,&Jz; v) 
,=,,Ck~~(Z;V-l)(Z-j~k). 
Then Lemma 1.2( 1) implies that @,,,,,,(z) E WY;&, whereas 
c 
+L 
= I@,,,&‘)I’Ix It2”’ d-y 
-T 
Using the inequality (1.12) of 3 (Sect. 1) and putting 
(2.11) 
we obtain from the inequalities (1.21) of Section l(6) 
( II Qj,,,,,, II *,, } p = II @,*,,,(x2 1 II ;. I + Zr,, 
s 
+ x 
<B, ox ~~,,,,[(~+i)~]I~Ix+il’+~‘~dx 
I 
+cC 
= B, I&[(x+ i)2, v] q,,,,(x+ i)l%+ il ‘f2w dx 
-x 
s +CC d B, ~z I~n,,,,(x+i)l”Ix+il”‘dx, (2.12) 
where o, = 1 + 2w -pv belongs to ( - 1, p - 1) in view of (2.8). 
But the Hahn-Banach theorem implies 
IIv,Ax + iNp,~o, = sup +m (P~,,Jx + i) g(x)lx + il”l’p dx , 
II&~ 1 -cc 
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and hence there exists a function G,(x) such that G,(.u)Ix+il (““““E 
Ly( - XI, + XL) with norm 
i 
I.4 
II G,,Il c,.wz = + * IG,(x)lYlx+ ii”‘? dx < 1, 
L 
where Q* = -qo,/p and - 1 < w2 < q - 1 again, whereas 
+ % 
ll(P,,,,n(-\: + i)llp,‘u, d 2 ‘x (P,Ax+ 4 G,(x) dx . (2.13) 
Now let us consider the Cauchy type integral 
+ r Go(t) GM={ ” r-zdt, Imz<O, 
which has the properties 
G( z)( = - j)W’Y E HY , IIG(x)(x - i)‘02’411u d B,, (2.14) 
by 2 (Sect. 1). 
If we calculate (P,~,~(x+ i) by (2.11), substitute this value in (2.13), and 
recall that %k = xi, then we obtain via calculations of residues 
ll4Dn.& + 41P.~“, d 2 i 
2c, Ak 
s 
G,(x) dx 
,=,,&,(&;v-1) -a (x+i)*-x: 
[G(x, - i) - G( -xk - i)] 
m 4c,& G(x, - i) 
cc 
4c,&G( -xk - i) 
kzn &A&; v- 1) &,(‘b; v- l) 
F 1” 1 + I(*) 
,,,m n.m (2.15) 
In order to estimate Zk’?, we use the Holder inequality and note that 
x,=~xl+k, I~~(~~k;V-l)IX(l+k)l~~; k31. 
Then by (2.15) we obtain 
and therefore by the embedding Theorem 10 (Sect. 1) and by the second 
inequality of (2.14) we obtain the estimation 
~~!l~B,Il{c,}I:Il,,+2,,~ l<n<m< +co. 
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By a completely analogous consideration we can also obtain the estimation 
~~~~~~sll{c,I::llp,l+2~o~ l<n<m< +m, 
of the second summand of (2.15). 
In view of (2.13) (2.15), and (2.12) these estimations imply 
II@,,.mII;,,o d B,Il {4::Ilp,l +2w> ldn<m< +co, (2.16) 
where B, > 0 (j = 1,2,...) are constants independent of n, m. 
Since { ck } E Ip,’ + 2C0, by (2.16) we have /I@,J&-+O as n,m+ SOO. 
Therefore the series (2.9) converges to Q(z) E Wf:l;;‘, in Wf& norm, and 
lI~ll~,~,d~,Il(L.~~Ilp.l+2,,,. (2.17) 
Since the interpolation properties of G(z) were established above and the 
opposite inequality to (2.17) follows from 12 (Sect. 1 ), the proof is 
completed. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let {d, }; E I”.’ + “” (1 <p< +m; -1 <o<p- 1) and 
the parameter v (0 < v < 2) sati,$v the condition 
2(1 fO) 2(1 +a)) 
<v<l+--- 
P P . 
(2.18) 
Then the series 
Y’(z) = d,T( 1 + v) &(z; V) 
+ 5 d, 
2z4(z; v) 
(2.19) 
converges to an entire function Y(z) wlith respect to Wf$‘, metric, and 
Y(A,)=d, (O<k< +a), II~ll;,w~ lIW);llp,,+2w. (2.20) 
ProojY This theorem is similar to Theorem 2.1, and therefore we shall 
give only a sketch of the proof. 
It follows from Lemma 1.2(2) that for all 1 d n < m < +GD 
‘f’,,,,(z)= f 4 
2z&(z; v) 
kc,, 4’,(&; v- l)(Z-&) 
E WfjyF, 
and hence Y,.,(z’) E Wp’ +2’u. Further, putting 
Y,,,(z)= f 
22 dk 
,=.~~,(n,;v-l)(z*-~k)’ 
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and making use of inequality ( 1.21) we have 
i‘ + I 
i II Y,.,$L, i p G ‘/‘l J IY ,,,, ,,[(“$i)2]/“/Sfi11 +7~,‘dY. (2.21) 
r 
Now, by repeating the arguments and calculations used in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, we may conclude that there exists a function H,(z) with 
H,,(x)lx + il ““v E L,( - x, + ‘X ), where o3 = 20 + 1 +p( 1 - V) and by 
(2.18) we have -1 <u,<p- 1. 
Furthermore 
II Y ,,,,, (*x + 4l, .,1,, G2 (2.22) 
Further, if we consider the Cauchy type integral 
+ * Ho(t) fW=j I 1-df> Imz<O, 2 
then we obtain the estimations 
,,1 
II Y,,.,,,(.~ + MI, .,I, 16 c 
4d, 
k=,,&O(&;\I-l) I 
+ r (x + i) H,(x) dx 
1 (x+i)2-xi 
= Z(l) + z;;‘m,. ,1.,?1 , 
Again, using the relation I&().,; v - l)j x (1 + k)’ ’ we may apply the 
Holder inequality and the embedding Theorem 11 (Sect. 1) to obtain 
and from it (more exactly, from (2.21) and (2.22)), according to the two 
latest estimates, we obtain 
It y,,mI~;o, d 9511 {dk tilp.1 +2w (O<n<m< +a), 
where all 9, > 0 (,j= 1, 2,...) above are constants independent of n, m. 
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Since {dk}; E Ip,‘+2w, we have 11 Y,,II& + 0 as n, m + +co. Therefore 
the series (2.19) converges with respect to the Wfj:, metric and hence the 
proof is completed. 
2.3. Here we first establish the converses of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assuming 
2(1 +o) 
- 1 <“<2(1 +O) (O<v<2), 
P P 
every,function Q(z) E Wfjt (l<p< +m; -l<w<p-1)canbeexpandeA 
in the series 
Q(z)= f @(A,) 
a&,(z; v) 
kL, &g(E’k; v- l)(z- I.,)’ 
(2.23) 
jvhich converges un$ormly on every compact subset of C with respect to the 
WY;& norm. 
Proqfi The assertion about the nature of the convergence of the series 
(2.23) follows from the embedding Theorem 12 (Sect. 1 ), Lemma 2.1, and 
Theorem 2.1. It is obvious that the function 
) 
belongs to Wfiy, and 
@*(A,) = 0 (1 b/k< +co). (2.24) 
Now let us define the function 
Q(z) = @*(z2) ijpyq’ (2.25) 
which, by (2.24), is an entire function of the exponential type <CJ (see, for 
example, [6, Chap. 1, Sect. 91). 
In view of the estimation from 6 (Sect. 1) we have in the angular sectors 
gk = {z: )argzfn/21 <7r/4, 1 < IzI < +co} the estimates 
14’,(z2; v)l x(1 + IzI)-“~~~‘~~~, ZE8,. (2.26) 
On the other hand, since @*(z)E Wg?,, we have @.Jz’)E W:‘+2C” and 
hence the inequality (1 .l 1) of 3 (Sect. 1) implies 
p*(z*)I < C,(l + IZI)-(‘+*w”peo”mz’/I~*Ilp*~. (2.27) 
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Now (2.25) (2.26) and (2.27) imply the estimation 
IQ(2)j < C*( I + 1-I)’ ‘*‘,‘+ I’,“, ZE ‘i,, 
and since v < 2( 1 +0)/p, we have therefore 
IQ(z)l < C,( 1 + I;1 )I”‘, I E c7i ) (2.28) 
where C, > 0 (j = 1,2, 3) are constants independent of :. 
Since Q(z) is of exponential type and IQ(z)l 11 + 11’1 I ) I’/, is bounded at 
the boundaries of the domains g+ by (2.28) it follows from the 
PhragmenLindelijf principle that it is bounded in c). Hence we have 
C?(z) = a,, i.e., 
Q*(z) - a,~~(z; v). (2.29) 
However, Q,(z) E Wf$‘, and by (1.30) (see Lemma 1.2( 1)) &Q(;; v) $ Wf$,. 
Therefore the identity (2.29) leads to contradiction unless Q,(z) E a,, = 0, 
and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 2.4. Assuming 
-<v< 1+= (O<v<2), 
2(1+o) 
P P 
every function Y(z)E Wf?;!‘r, (1 ccp< +m; -1 <o<p- 1) muy be 
rxpunded in the series 
Y(z) = Y(0) I-( 1 + v) f&(2; \I) 
(2.30) 
which converges uniformly on every compact subset of @ with respect to 
the Wr;yb norm. 
Proof: The convergence nature can be established as in Theorem 2.3. 
Let us introduce a function 
Y*(z) E Y(z) - Y(0) r( 1 + V) &m(z; v) 
$, Y(G) 2z8&; v) 6Jn,; v - l)(z - A,)’ 
belonging to Wf& and satisfying the conditions 
Y*(&) = 0 (Odk +co,i,=O). 
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If we consider the entire function 
Q(z) = Y*(z2) 
z&Jz2; v) 
then using the Lemma 1.2(2), the arguments similar to those of 
Theorem 2.3 imply Y’,(z) = 0, and the theorem is proved. 
The above theorems imply the following uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let @(z)E Wf;!& (1 <p< +m; -1 <w<p- 1) and let 
{E., ) ;” be the zeros of 
cqz; v) = E,,,( - cJ2z; 1 + v). 
Then the identity Q(z) = 0 ,follows from 
1. @(A,=0 (1 <k< +x)prouided 
2(1 +o) -1 <v<2(1 +O) (OdK2) 
P P 
or from 
2. @(A,) = 0 (0 < k < + co ), where & = 0, provided 
---<v<‘+2(1 (06v<2). 2(1 +w) 
P P 
On the basis qf Theorems 2.1-2.4 we also obtain the following general 
result. 
THEOREM 2.6. I. Let { Ak} 7 be the zeros o~E,~,( - o’z; 1 + v) (0 6 v < 2) 
and 
2(1 +o) -’ <v<2(‘+QJ). (2.31) 
P P 
Then the series of the form (2.9) establish a one to one continuous mapping 
ofthespaceofallsequences{C,}~~lP~’f2w(l<p< +co; -l<o<p-1) 
onto the space of all entire functions Q(z) E WC&, whereas 
@(J&)=cJl <k< +m), II@II;,,w~ I/{c&llp.l+2<*~ 
2. Let ink}? be as above but in the case 
2(1 +w) 
<v<1+2(1+w). 
P P 
(2.32) 
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Then the series of the form (2.19) of Theorem 2.2 establish a one to one 
continuous mapping of the space of all sequences (dn j (; E I”.’ + ‘I” onto the 
space of all entire functions Y/(z)E W~:~V, whereas 
Y/(3,,) = dk(O 6 k < + x ), llVr*..,,,x Ii i4iX Il,,,l+2,,T 
where I.,, = 0. 
For later purposes it is expedient to introduce brief notations for the 
systems of entire functions, which play a role in the above expansion 
theorems. Namely, put 
(k = 1, 2,...) and 
to(y(z 
(o:(z 
) = I-( 1 + v) E, 2(--a’z; 1 + V) = I‘( 1 + V) c$(z; v), 
(k = 1, 2,...). 
Then we have the two functional systems 
{co&)]; c Wf:& and {G(=)l;- = W?& 
and for p = 2, Theorem 2.6 may be reformulated as 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
THEOREM 2.7. 1. Let { ik } ; be the zeros of E, ?( - 0’2; 1 + v) where 
v E (01, 1 + 0) n [0, 2), -l<w<l. (2.36) 
Then, qfter u suituhle renormultation, the system {ok(z)} T forms a Riesz 
basis ,filr W:$, 
2. Let {A, )i he the zeros of 
zE,,,( --a”z; 1 + V) (i.e., A0 = 0), 
where 
v~(1+~,2+~l))n[O,2), -l<o<l. (2.37) 
Then, cfter u suitable renormalization, the system (wj!(z)}c .forms u Riex 
husis for W$,. 
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In the end of the paragraph we show three particular cases of the choice 
of v, when the sequences {II,}, the functional systems (2.33)-(2.34), and 
hence the interpolation series of Theorems 2.1-2.4 and Theorem 2.6 will 
take the simplest form. 
1. If -1 <w<p/2- 1 (1 <p< +co) and v=O, then it is easy to 
verify that condition (2.31) of Theorem 2.6( 1) is satisfied. In this case the 
expansion (2.23) (see Theorem 2.3) becomes 
([f(ke;)l’) W-lP)cos~$ 
z - [(n/o)(k - 1/2)12’ 
(2.38) 
2. If (p/2)-1 <o<p-I and v=l, then condition (2.31) of 
Theorem 2.6( 1) is satisfied again, and Theorem 2.3 implies the expansion 
(2.39) 
3. If - 1 < w < (p/2) - 1 and v = 1, then it is easy to verify that con- 
dition (2.32) of Theorem 2.6(2) is satisfied. Hence the expansion (2.30) (see 
Theorem 2.4) can be written in a form 
+f,c, t-1)” ‘P ik 2 &sing& (( H - - (+J) k)” (2.40) 1 
Of course, the above estimations of the norms are also valid for these 
particular expansions. 
3. BIORTHOGONAL BASES FOR &(O,c) 
3.1. First we prove three lemmas 
LEMMA 3.1.5 For all 0 < a -C fl< +cc and for arbitrary complex z, A 
there the formula 
I(:; 2) f Ji El12( -2~‘; ct) 5 "m'&,2(-~(a-T)2;B)(a-T)B-'dT 
=E,:2(-a2r;cr+~-2)-E,,2(-rr2~;cx+S-2)~,+I,~, 
3, - z 
(3.1) 
is valid. 
5 See [I. Chap. 31, particular case of the formula (1.21) 
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Proqf: Using the expansions 
E, >( -x2: 
co= i; (-,)” A2” 
II 0 f-(a + 2n)’ 
E,,,(-].(o-t)‘;p)= i (-,)“~j”“i((T-i)2”’ 
t7i 0 IIf) + 2m) ’ 
we obtain for i #I, 
-Ir)~ma2(,r + ,,I) + 2 +/i I 
= i i (-‘)‘z+ny-(a+P+2(n+m)) 
I, = 0 ll, = 0 
=O1t/I I i f (-,)k r;;ypf;k) 
/, = 0 ,I = 0 
= 3, .2( - &; a + fl) ~ i.E, 2( -&A; 3 + f3) (p+/1 I 
I - 3. 
Hence, using the obvious identity 
we obtain formula (3.1) for all A E C. 
In Section 2 we defined the two systems (ok(z)); and 
entire functions where 
(3.1’) 
ark*};- of 
Ok(Z) = 
2i, E,,>( - a2,; 1 + v) 
E, #2( -d/l,; v)(z - A,) 
2&l?qz; v) 
= 8n(n,; v - l)(z - i+) 
(k = 1, 2,...), whereas 
0,(&J = 6k.N (k, n = 1, 2 )... ), 
and 
(3.2) 
(3.2’) 
o,*(z)=T(l +v)E,&CJ’z; 1 +v)=r(l +v)&C(z;v), 
(k = 1, 2,...), 
(3.3) 
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whereas 
Ok*(An)=Bk,,l (k,n=O, 1,2 )... ). (3.3’) 
According to Lemma 1.2 we have for p = 2 and - 1 < o < 1: 
1. If v E (0, 1 -I- 8) n [0, 2) then the system of functions (3.2) lies in 
I+‘$‘,. Therefore by Theorem II (Sect. 0) these functions admit an integral 
representation of the form 
Uk(2) = s (i E,,,2( -T’Z; /l) T” - 'qk(T) dT (k = 1, 2,...), (3.4) 0 
where p = 2 f L~I and the functions (am E L,(O, G) (k = 1, 2) are uniquely 
determined. 
2. If v E ( 1 + o, 2 + CD) n [0, 2) then the system of functions (3.3) lies 
in Uq;& and Theorem II (Sect. 0) again establishes an integral represen- 
tation of the form 
W:(Z) = s ,: E,,,( - T'Z; p) 5" - lCJl;(T) dt (k=O, 1,2 ,... ), (3.5) 
where p = $ + o and the functions (P:(T) E L,(O, 0) are uniquely determined. 
Using Theorem fI (Sect. 0) we may invert formulae (3.4) and (3.5) and 
write the required functions (Pi and (p:(r) as improper integrals; but the 
calculation of them is, probably, rather complicated. However, one is able 
to find the explicit values of these integrals using the methods of [2J. 
Now we prove 
LEMMA 3.2. 1. !f 0 $ v < 2, 0 < p < 3 + v, then the ,functions of the 
system (3.2) muy he represented in the form (3.4), where 
2&a - 1 
(Pk(T)= -&,(&;\,-1) E,,J -&(a - T)2; p)(o - T)“- ’ (3.6) 
(k = 1, 2, 3 ,...) arzd jIi = 3 -t v -- ,u. 
2. tf 0 <v < 2, 0 < p < 1 + v, then the functions of the system (3.3) 
may be represented in the form (3.5), where 
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Proof: I. If we substitute x = il. [j = fi = 3 + ~1 ~ ~1 (i.e.. x + /j - 2 = 1 + 1’) 
and jU = i., , where i., is a zero of E, z( ~ o’r; 1 + v ), in the identity (3.1 ) of 
Lemma 3.1, then we obtain the identities 
! :; E, ?( -T':; /l) TiL 'E, ?( -&(c7 - T)'; P)(cJ - T)" ' dT 
E,/J -cJ%; I + v) = 
~ 2, 
0’ (k = I, 2,...). 
r 
Now formula (3.6) of the lemma follows from the definition (3.2) of the 
system {(tin(z)) [. 
2. In order to establish formula (3.7) we first set i. = 0 and then set 
i. = Ar in the identity (3.1’). Further, using the definition (3.3) of the system 
/w;F(z))(; we obtain formula (3.7). 
Let us define the two following functional systems on the interval (0, a): 
{E, ?( -i, t’; p) t” ‘i,{ f (fJ,,(t;i.,)),;. (3.9) 
where & = 0 by definition. 
It is easy to see that e,,(t; E.,) = t” ‘/I‘(p), and the functions of both 
systems (38))(3.9) belong to L,(O, a) for p >O and belong to L,(O, a) for 
p>:. 
Noting that all functions of the systems above are real valued, we prove 
THEOREM 3.1. The systems (3.6) and (3.8), like (3.7) and (3.9), UI’P 
hiorthogonal on (0, a). In other M.OY(?S, 
‘“CT e,,(T; j.,,) (PA(T) 
! 1.,,I O:(T) 
dT = !,,J ; n, k = 1, 2 ,..., 
0 e,,(T: h ,,,A ; n,k = 0, 1. 2 ,.... 
(3.10) 
Proof: Let us set z = j.,, in the integral representation (3.4) of on(;). 
Since formula (1.26) of Lemma 1.1 easily implies 0~(/1,,) = cSk,,,(k, n > 1 ), we 
obtain the first part of (3.10). In order to establish the second part of 
(3.10) we set first k = 0 in the representation (3.5) and note that by (3.3) 
w;(i.()) = tn$(O) = 1, W,T(~“,~) = 0 (n = 1, 2,...). 
Therefore we obtain the seynd part of the formula (3.10) but for k = 0, 
n = 0, 1, 2, only. Finally, for k > 1 we have oz(j.,,) = fiA.,, (k, n = 1, 2 ,...) by 
(3.3) and using the representation (3.5) again we complete the proof. 
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3.2. Now we pass to proving expansion theorems with respect to the 
biorthogonal systems introduced above, 
(e,,(T; G))‘?, {(PkWP (3.11) 
and 
{e,k ~k)k bk*(~)E. (3.12) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let { lUk} ; c (0, + m) he the sequence of the zeros qf 
&Jz; v) = E,,,,( --a*z; 1 + v) (O<V<2). (3.13) 
Further, let 
;<p-+, -$<\I-p< -4. (3.14) 
Then 
1. In L,(O, a) metric the series of’ the ,form 
il 
v(T)= 1 Qkcpk(T) (3.15) 
k=l 
estuhlish a one to one continuous mapping of the space 12,2”‘P ” of sequences 
Iad: with ,finite norm 
Ili%J; I12.2,,i-~l,=( 5 (1 +k)2(pm i)~a,~2)“2~ Sex: (3.16) 
k-l 
onto the spuce of functions cp(z) E L,(O, a). Here the coefficients of the series 
(3.15 ) ure determined via the formula 
s I7 a, = v(t) e,,(t; ik) dt (k = 1, 2,...) (3.17) 0 
and we have the two-sided estimate 
2. In L,(O, a) metric the series of the form 
q(T)= f h,e,(z; %,) 
k=l 
(3.19) 
establish the same map of the space I*.“’ I” of the sequences {h, } ;” onto the 
spaces of all functions cp(z) E L,(O, a). Further, the formula 
h, = jn v(t) v/x(t) dt (k = 1, 2,...) 
0 
(3.20) 
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and the two-sided estimate 
(3.21 ) 
hold true. 
Prmf: 1. By Theorem 2.1, if p = 2 and 
VE(Lo, 1 +e,)n [0,2), ~ 1 < (?I < I, (3.22) 
then the series of the form 
Q(z)= $, a,o,(z) (3.23) 
L=I 
establishes a one to one continuous mapping of I’.*“’ ” onto q$‘,, where 
(wk(z)) ; is the system (3.2) of entire functions in Wf.‘& and p = w + $. 
Hence the conditions (3.22) and (3.14) are equivalent. 
Further, Theorem 2.1 and the interpolation properties (3.2’) of {W,(Z)} ; 
imply 
Il@IIT.,,, x II 1%); Il2.I / 7r,,r @(AI, ) = a, (k = 1, 2 ,... ). (3.24) 
On the other hand, in view of Theorems II and III (see Sect. 0) the formula 
Q(z) = i‘” E, *( -zT*; p) 5" ‘q(c) ds (3.25) 
“0 
gives a one to one continuous mapping of I+‘:$‘, onto L2(0, a), and 
ll@Il:,o~ lldIL+7)’ p = (1) + 2 2’ (3.26) 
Now the two-sided inequality (3.18) of the theorem follows from (3.24) 
and (3.26) because 1 + 20 = 2(~ - 1). Since the spaces ,!2,2’P ~ ‘) and L,(O, a) 
are therefore homeomorphic, the proof of (1) will be completed if one notes 
that (3.24) and (3.25) imply 
@( &) = a, 
I 
” 
= I!?;,( -&T*; /i) T” ‘q(z) dz 
0 
=jme,Sr;&)cp(r)clr (k = 1, 2,...). 
0 
2. Now we consider the systems 
(3.11’) 
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putting 
@k(r)=(l SWP’k(4, F,(z; i,) = (1 +k)P’l e,(r; A,) (3.27) 
(k= 1, 2,...). It is obvious that the systems (3.11’), as (3.11), are also 
biorthogonal on (0, (T). Further, the above proved assertion (1) of the 
theorem will take the following form. The series of the form 
Gk@k(T) (3.15’) 
k=l 
gives the same mapping of L,(O, a) onto the space l2 of sequences (Ljk}T 
with norm 
Further, instead of (3.17) and (3.18) we have 
iik =s g q(t) d,(t; %k) dt (k>, 11, 0 
lld Lz(O,o) x /I id, 1 ;" II 2' 
Therefore, the system {@k(r)} ;” is a Riesz basis for L,(O, 0). Hence by a 
well-known theorem (see, for example [7, Chap. 6, Sect. 23) the 
biorthogonal system to this is also a Riesz basis. Using this fact and return- 
ing to the system {P,,(r; Ak)}T we complete the proof of 2. 
THEOREM 3.3. All the assertions of Theorem 3.2 are also valid for the 
biorthogonal systems (3.12) 
{e,,(r; Ak)l?, hwh?, 
if the conditions (3.14) are replaced by 
f<p<<, -+<v-p<$. (3.14’) 
Proof: It is a copy of the proof of Theorem 3.2 above. We must only 
replace the use of Theorem 2.1 by the use of Theorem 2.2, where the con- 
dition (2.18) for p=2 takes the form v~(l +o,2+w)n [0,2) 
( - 1 < o < 1). Finally, we again have p = o + $ and hence the conditions 
(3.14’) establish the validity of the theorem. 
In conclusion we give some especially interesting particular cases of the 
expansion theorems. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let ‘i I , ‘/, , ; c (0, 
E, 2( - 0’2; 1 + v), bvhere v E (4, ?). _ _ 
hiorthogonal systems 
[sin 
AND RAPHAELIAN 
and 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
form Riex buses ,f?w Lz(O, a). 
Proc$ Let us see that for p = 2 (resp. p = 1) we have 
E,,2(z; 2) =y (resp. E, :(z; 1) = ch&). 
Further, if v E (4, $), then for p= 2 (resp. p = 1 ) the condition (3.14) 
(resp. (3.14’)) of Theorem 3.2 (resp. 3.3) is satisfied. Hence the theorem 
follows from Theorem 3.2 (resp. 3.3) using the definitions (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), 
(3.9) of the biorthogonal systems (3.11) and (3.12). 
Finally, let us see that for v = 1 the zeros of 
sin 04; 
E,.2( -CT”:; 2)=----- 
CTJL are 
i, = 
i > 
; k ’ (k = 1, 2,...). 
In this case, of course, after simple renormalization, the systems (3.28) 
and (3.29) become the well-known systems which are orthonormal and 
closed in L,(O, a) 
Finally, we give the following theorem which is a corollary of the expan- 
sion Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let {I.,} ;” he the zeros of E,i2( -6’~; 1 + v): 
1. v E (w, 1 + o) n [0, 2),. - 1 < w < 1; then, after suitable normali- 
zation, the functional system 
{E,,,(-&h)};“, p=w+’ 23 
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,forms a Riesz basis,for the weighted functional space 
L; + 2y0, 0):s ; Icp(t)l’ t1+2w dt < +co. 
2. If v E (o + 1, o + 2) n [0, 2), then, after suitable normalization, the 
functional system 
also forms a Riesz basis for Li + 2(0(0, a). 
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